THE PRACTICE
OF NOW 2020
3,298 accounting professionals from across
the globe shared their view of the industry.
The people that live, breathe and shape this
profession every day painted a picture of an
occupation on the brink of positive disruption.

A PROFESSION ON THE BRINK
OF POSITIVE CHANGE
This year’s survey indicates that the accounting
profession is by-and-large already responding to
positive disruption.
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83%

of accountants agree that
new technologies and a
culture of digitalization
means they have had to
invest more, and quickly, to
keep pace with the market.

84%
of accountants agreed that,
as ‘digital natives’, prospective
employees from younger
generations have progressive
expectations, attitudes and
talents that will need to be
reﬂected and nurtured by
accounting ﬁrms if they hope to
attract them.

UNDERSTANDING YOUR CLIENTS
Accountants are already exploring new ways to meet
evolving client needs including ongoing digitalization
and understanding changing regulations.

74%
of accountants have formally
reviewed their business
practices in the last 12 months.

51%

believe accountants joining
the profession today need
ﬁnancial business advisory
skills such as cashﬂow and
growth modeling.

WORLDWIDE FINDINGS
BETTER CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS
According to our survey, most accountants (54%)
say that technology means they can provide
clients with a faster service.

63%
of accountants are training
or planning to train around
ﬁnancial business advisory
services. All of this is good for
clients—and also accountants,
who are able to take on more
work, and modify their service
oﬀerings to become the
advisors they’ve always
wanted to be.

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY
Accountants increasingly believe that technology
delivers value to their business.

91%
say technology allows them
time to focus on their clients,
or simply be more productive.
This is an increase compared to last year’s survey when 83%
expressed a similar sentiment. Technology such as artiﬁcial
intelligence and automation are increasingly being used to
ease many of the traditional tasks for accountants, freeing-up
time for other things.

FINDINGS FROM THE US
DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
Accounting professionals are signiﬁcantly more likely
to diversify their workforce compared to last year,
and more have a written policy or commitment to
diversity and inclusion compared to 2019.

47%

stated they’re actively seeking to
diversify their workforce,
although respondents
from medium-sized ﬁrms in the
US are further along than their
colleagues in smaller ﬁrms, with
just under half (47%) making the
claim compared to 36% of those
from smaller ﬁrms.

POSITIVE DISRUPTION
We found that a promising 38% of respondents
believe the majority of their daily tasks are strategic
and require a dose of creativity, although...

52%

continue to believe their daily
tasks are straightforward and
only require analytical skills.

GET BACK TO BUSINESS TOGETHER
2020 and beyond is a time of extraordinary change and nobody
could have foreseen just how vital accountants understanding of,
and plans for, adaptation and change would come to be.
The Practice of Now 2020 indicates with clarity that an
overwhelming majority of accountants recognize that clients expect
a diverse and modernized plethora of services and skills.

Download your free report

